
One Click 451 

Chapter 451: I accept your life! 

"boom--!!" 

There was a loud noise again, and Xiahouyan's Martial God realm was instantly torn apart, and he 

himself was also torn apart, with no corpse! 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Valkyrie*1, the Enlightenment of Space*1, the Elementary Sacred Tool 

Ten Thousand Soldier Tombs*1, the high-grade spiritual jade*6, the medium-grade spiritual jade*1236, 

the low-grade spiritual jade*256886, and the best spiritual stone*4235682 , God-level refining 

material..." 

The system prompt came, which means that a Valkyrie was killed by Su Lang sword! 

"Xiahouyan!!" 

Linghu Chao was dumbfounded, his eyes were splitting! 

He never expected that with his support, Xiahouyan would not be able to block Su Lang's move! 

Even a high-ranking Valkyrie should not be so awesome! 

However, Linghu Chao was a Valkyrie anyhow, and instantly suppressed his horror! 

Immediately, Linghu moved toward his heart, and a white light burst out of his body. 

This is Linghuchao's portable teleportation array, which has almost reached the holy rank. It is his only 

hole card! 

Once in a crisis, as long as he is not killed instantly, he can escape to a safe place through the 

teleportation array. 

However, in front of Su Lang, he obviously made the wrong calculation. 

"Knowing that I can usurp the formation and dare to use the teleportation formation, is there no other 

choice?" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and directly controlled Linghuchao's teleportation array, and 

then turned it off. 

"what!?" 

"My teleportation array is already Quasi-Holy Grade!" 

"How can you usurp control? This is impossible! It is never impossible!" 

Linghu saw that the light of the teleportation array on his body gradually disappeared and restarted 

frantically, but there was no movement at all, and he couldn't help but panic! 

He originally thought that even if Su Lang could control other people's formations, there would be a 

limit. 
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But he didn't expect that Su Lang could control even the quasi-sage-level formation. 

A wrong step means that his life has come to an end! 

"Your life, I accept it!" 

With a move, Su Lang directly beheaded the frightened and desperate Linghu Chao. 

"Ding! You got the Soul of the Valkyrie*1, the Enlightenment of Space*1..." 

The fifth wind spirit clan warlord fell under the sword of Su Lang! 

By this time, the six great martial gods of the Fengling Clan, one of the quasi-sages, were left with Tu 

Qinzheng who had no news and Huangfuqin who was constrained by Yanxingxing. 

"Tu Qin is escaping from the territory of the Fengling Clan and is missing." 

"Now the only battle power of the Fengling Clan at the Martial God level is the polished commander 

Huangfuqin." 

"As the strongest of the Wind Spirit Clan, this person must have countless cards. To kill him, you have to 

be careful and careful!" 

While thinking about it, Su Lang stored the mountain of Lingshi Lingyu in the storage space into the 

system. 

At the exit of the Blue Star and the Temporal Crack Channel, he killed tens of thousands of Fengling Race 

warriors, most of whom were powerful men above the Wuwang. 

Now Xiahouyan and Linghuchao were killed. 

The two harvests add up to another 243.65 million best spirit stones! 

Counting the remaining 163.68 million best spirit stones before, the amount broke the record and 

reached 407.33 million best spirit stones! 

If converted into low-grade spirit jade, it is 4.07 million! 

"4.07 million inferior spirit jade, except for score dispatch, all functions can be upgraded, and there is 

more than one level!" 

Su Lang showed excitement, "The system, the one-key training function is upgraded to one level, one-

key martial arts, one-key treasure hunting, one-key alchemy and one-key mixer, and one-key synthesis 

to two levels!" 

"Ding! It consumes 1 million lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 

16, and the training speed is increased to 87296 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consuming 100,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key martial arts function is upgraded to level 

15, and the training speed is increased to 21,824 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-click martial arts function to level 15. You have obtained 

the new bonus functions ‘Four Hearts’, ‘Repair of Fragments’, and ‘Initiation’!" 



"Taigo Empowerment: Greatly improve the efficiency of one-click martial arts training, and the current 

training speed is increased to 43648 times the basic speed!" 

"Lying down! The efficiency has doubled!" 

Su Lang was surprised, "The efficiency of one-key martial arts has finally synchronized with the efficiency 

of one-key training!" 

And just as he was pleasantly surprised, system prompts continued to come! 

Chapter 452: One-click decomposition function! 

"Ding! Consume 1 million lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key martial arts function has been upgraded 

to level 16, and the training speed has been increased to 87296 times the base speed!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-click treasure hunting function has been 

upgraded to level 13, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders has increased to 21,824!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 100,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-click treasure hunting function has been 

upgraded to level 14, and the number of treasure hunting flying flying gliders has increased to 43648!" 

"Ding! Consuming 10,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key alchemy function has been upgraded to 

level 11, which can refine immortality and lower-level pills!" 

"Ding! Consuming 100,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key alchemy function has been upgraded to 

level 12, which can refine elixir-level and lower-level elixir!" 

"Ding! Consuming 10,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key refining function has been upgraded to 

level 11, which can refine weapons of the immortal level and below!" 

"Ding! Consuming 10,000 lower-grade spirit jade, the one-key refining function is upgraded to level 12, 

which can refine weapons of the imperial level and below!" 

"Ding! Consumes 100,000 lower-grade spirit jade, and the one-key synthesis function is upgraded to 

level 9. You can use the same Wuzun material and the following materials for synthesis! The synthesis 

ratio is 20:1!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million lower-grade spirit jade, and the one-key synthesis function is upgraded to 

level 10. You can use the same Valkyrie level or lower materials for synthesis! The synthesis ratio is 

10:1!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key synthesis function to level 10. You have obtained the 

activation permission for the new function "One-key decomposition function"!" 

The long list of system prompts finally stopped, and Su Lang's system functions received a wave of all-

round upgrades. 

In addition, three bonus functions and one new function activation permission were also obtained! 

Su Lang immediately ordered: "System, activate the one-click decomposition function!" 

"Ding! Consume 1 gold coin, the one-click decomposition function is activated!" 
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"Ding! Use the one-key decomposition function to perfectly decompose any artificially refined item into 

various materials. This function cannot be upgraded! 

Prerequisite: The host has ownership of the item! " 

"Ding! Host, when all functions reach level 15, the activation authority for new functions will be 

activated!" 

Three system prompts directly stunned Su Lang! 

The ninth system function can be activated with only 1 gold coin! 

And this function still has no level function, no need to spend money to upgrade! 

Look at the description, it can decompose any artificially refined items! 

In other words, all kinds of things such as pill, weapon array, no matter their grade, as long as Su Lang 

possesses them, they can be broken down into various materials! 

"This is a great feature!" 

"Those low-quality pill weapon arrays, as long as I buy them and decompose them, I can get a lot of 

materials." 

"Then I will synthesize it, or directly refine it into a perfect-quality pill or weapon of the best quality, and 

then I will sell it and make a profit!" 

"That's right, I killed so many Fengling Clan warriors before, and there are definitely too many pills, 

weapons, and formations of poor quality!" 

"With a wave of decomposing and synthesizing operations, these low-value things can immediately be 

transformed into precious treasures!" 

Su Lang's excited eyes glowed, and then he gave orders to the system to decompose it! 

"Ding! Decompose the venerable pill Taiyi Zengyuan Pill*1, you will get Taiyi Grass*2, Zengyuan 

Fruit*6..." 

"Ding! Decompose the imperial weapon Linghe Shadow Spike*1, you will get Lingyan Stone*3, Shadow 

Sand*12..." 

"Ding! Decompose the Supreme Array Disk Shocking Dragon Blood Rain Array*1, you get Shocking 

Dragon Jade*1, Amethyst Earth*22..." 

"..." 

Densely dense, continuous system prompts came, and countless unusable pill weapons and formations 

were broken down into materials. 

Su Lang listened to the system prompt and couldn't help but exulted. 

Immediately, he began to check the three functions of the 15-level one-key martial arts function. 



'Four Hearts' function: The upgraded version of'Three Hearts' allows Su Lang to practice four exercises at 

the same time! 

"Taigu Empowerment": Doubled the rate of practice, reaching more than 80,000 times the same as one-

key practice. 

Originally, one-click martial arts was at level 14. 

It took Su Lang to practice a king-level exercise for a whole day, but now it only takes 3 hours! 

"Counting the progress I have already practiced, I am afraid that in just one hour, my three king-level 

exercises will be able to reach the Consummation level!" 

Su Lang was so excited that he looked at the last function: ‘Repair of Fragments’! 

Chapter 453: Evolution Tai Chi Meteorite God Thunder 

This function can repair incomplete exercises, as long as it is not too incomplete, it can be repaired! 

"Canglan Continent does not know how many tens of thousands of years of history. 

In this vast continent, there have been countless strong people, and countless powerful inheritances 

have been left behind. 

However, many inheritances have gradually become incomplete or simply lost over time, which is 

regrettable. 

I have this ‘fragment repair’ function, I am afraid that it will rejuvenate many of the incomplete heritage! 

When the Fengling clan's affairs are over, I will look for opportunities to travel, maybe I can find some 

abnormal and perverted inheritance. " 

Thinking of this, Su Lang was excited again! 

However, he certainly did not forget the business-to kill the quasi-sage Huang Fuqin of the Wind Spirit 

Race! 

"Look at my own attributes first..." 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Junior Wuwang 

[Attack level]: Senior Valkyrie 

[Defensive Level]: Intermediate Valkyrie+ 

[Shenfa level]: Senior Valkyrie 

[Endurance Level]: Intermediate Valkyrie+ 
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[Spirit Level]: Realm of Morning Star 

[Mastering the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Ruyangling Juelu (top level, perfection), Tiankui Liucai 

axis (top level, perfection), Tianwang exercises (top level, perfection) 

Sun and Moon Dangkong Baodian (top level, consummation), Qijue Thunder truth (top level, 

consummation), golden tire immortal formula (top level, consummation) 

Bixue Wuhentu (advanced, perfect), Black Flame Record of Falling Sun (advanced, perfect), Fengwu 

Taixu Jue (advanced, perfect)... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 16), one-key training function (level 16), 

clone dispatch function (level 15), one-key treasure hunting function (level 14), one-key alchemy 

function (level 12) ), one-key mixer function (level 12), one-key array refining function (level 11), one-key 

synthesis function (level 10), one-key decomposition function (no level) 

"It is very unsafe to deal with the quasi-sage with this strength. I must improve my strength... 

But now the last clone cannot be used, and it takes time to improve the cultivation realm and cultivation 

technique. 

And now I have only a dozen minutes to devour the clone... By the way, I can start with the weapon. " 

Su Lang thought for a while and ordered, "The system, Can Youtian Sword retain its current 

characteristics and evolve again?" 

"Ding! Host, in order to retain the characteristics and evolve the Youtian Sword, you need to use the 

holy refining material Yuanshiyan*1, Mingxinyu*1, Bodhi Treasure Heart*2, the god-level refining 

material Wushen Soul*6, Jedi Xuan Lu*8......" 

"My fork! So much!?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and then quickly turned his mind again, thinking about **** 

Huangfuqin more easily. 

But for a whole minute in the past, he didn't think of a countermeasure. 

And just now! 

A system prompt about ‘one-click decomposition’ caught Su Lang’s attention. 

"Ding! Decompose the venerable weapon Tai Chi Meteorite Thunder*1, you will get Tai Chi Heaven Fire 

Jade*1, Kuang Lei Heart*1, Beast Emperor Pill*10..." 

"Tai Chi Meteorite God Thunder!" 

"This seems to be a one-time treasure, powerful, comparable to a quasi-sage blow!" 

Su Lang felt a little bit, and hurriedly wrote down the types of materials obtained from the 

decomposition, and then ordered, "System, temporarily stop the decomposition!" 



Immediately, he searched in the storage space and found a Tai Chi Meteorite Thunder that had not been 

decomposed. 

It was a purple-black egg, about the size of a goose egg, and it exuded a dangerous atmosphere. 

"The system will evolve this Taiji Meteorite Thunder into a divine weapon." 

Looking at the Taiji Meteorite Thunder God in his hand, Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth, "Only 

retain the characteristics of a'disposable weapon'!" 

The characteristics of one-off weapons are the basic characteristics of Tai Chi's Meteorite Thunder. Even 

if Su Lang did not specifically order to keep it, it is estimated that it will not be lost after evolution. 

But for insurance, Su Lang deliberately issued the order. 

"Ding! Consuming rainstorm Tiansha*12, Canghai colorful stone*16, Beast Emperor Pill*10... Tai Chi 

Meteor Thunder has evolved into an intermediate artifact!" 

In an instant, the Taiji Meteorite God Thunder in Su Lang's hand changed from purple-black to purple-

red, and the aura inside it became even more terrifying. 

Chapter 454: I am here! 

However, this Taiji Meteorite God Thunder has also become a misnomer. 

Because its other characteristics have changed a lot, it's not just a pure divine thunder, its energy is 

huge, but it's very mixed! 

"Once this mid-level artifact-level God Thunder explodes, it is estimated to be comparable to a peak-

level Valkyrie-level casual blow. This is not enough." 

Su Lang carefully felt the power in the Taiji Meteorite Thunder, frowning with dissatisfaction, "The 

system only retains the characteristics of the'disposable weapon' and evolves it into a top-level artifact!" 

"Ding! Consumption of rainstorm Tiansha*32, Canghai colorful stone*36, Beast Zundan*10, Canglei real 

sulfur*18... Tai Chi meteorite **** thunder evolves into a top artifact!" 

There is no designation to retain more characteristics, and there are almost no restrictions on the 

materials required for evolution, so the Tai Chi Meteorite God Thunder smoothly evolved into a top-

level artifact. 

However, it consumes so many materials that it is staggering that Su Lang just killed five warriors and 

tens of thousands of warriors before they had enough materials to evolve it. 

At this moment, Tai Chi Meteorite God Thunder has completely changed its appearance. 

The size alone has become the size of a room! 

Its surface is covered with a tortoise-like carapace, and the gaps in the carapace reveal a purple-red 

light. 

The extremely dangerous aura permeated, enough to make any Valkyrie's creeps! 
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"Fuck, once this guy explodes, he will definitely have martial arts level power, it's a big nuclear bomb!" 

"Moreover, this guy is too unstable. It explodes almost at the touch of a touch. If the ordinary Valkyrie 

activates it, he can't escape. He can only die with the enemy." 

"Fortunately, I have a clone, fortunately, I have a death substitute, otherwise this guy won't be able to 

use it..." 

Su Lang looked at the Taiji Meteorite God Thunder in front of him, and couldn't help taking a sigh of 

relief. 

However, he was finally sure about dealing with Huangfuqin! 

"Huangfuqin, your death date is up, hehe!" 

Su Lang sneered, put away the Taiji Meteorite God Thunder, and sent the clone to the main city of 

Fengling Clan with a thought. 

"Clone replacement!" 

With a thought, after 0.1 seconds, Su Lang's deity exchanged positions with the clone and came to the 

main city of the Wind Spirit Race. 

At this moment, the whole city was filled with horror and sadness, and none of the Fengling tribe on the 

street could laugh. 

Because the news of the fall of the five great martial gods of the Fengling tribe has spread throughout 

the main city along with the retreating warriors of the Fengling tribe! 

The five great warlords have all fallen! 

Isn't Blue Star very weak? Isn't it just some Wu Zun guarding it? Why is it so scary? 

This is what all Fengling people think! 

At the same time, the main city is among the most luxurious buildings. 

Huangfu Qinzheng's eyes burst open, his teeth gritted, and his body trembled as if he had gone crazy! 

"Su Lang!!!" 

"How dare you kill my five great Valkyrie!!" 

"Today I abandon everything and I will smash you into pieces!!" 

Huangfu Qin stepped on it fiercely, and the palace at his feet instantly collapsed, forming a huge pit! 

And he himself, like a shooting star across the sky, hurried towards the entrance of the time-space crack. 

Huangfuqin's unabashed breath immediately caught everyone's attention. 

"It's the patriarch of Huangfu!" 

"The patriarch has taken action!" 



"If the patriarch took action, Su Lang, whose hands were soaked in my clan's blood, will definitely come 

down!" 

"Even if the five martial gods are dead, with the Huangfu patriarch, Blue Star will also be defeated!" 

"After we defeat the Blue Star, we must kill the Blue Star human race to extinction!" 

"..." 

After seeing Huangfuqin, the sorrowful Fengling Clan warriors immediately burst into violent 

expressions in their eyes. 

Simultaneously. 

"Eh! Hey!!" 

"I am here! Where are you going?" 

Su Lang looked at Huangfuqin's rapid departure from the back, somewhat speechless. 

And in such a short period of time, Huangfuqin had disappeared from the horizon—his speed was so 

fast! 

"It's going to run again." 

"However, it's okay to go to a decisive battle where there is no one." 

"As soon as the province's Taiji meteorite thunder came out, all the creatures in the main city of the 

Wind Spirit Clan were slaughtered." 

Su Lang shrugged helplessly, and wanted to use the clone to replace it back to the entrance of the 

space-time crack. 

But at this moment. 

Suddenly there was a loud noise from the distant horizon! 

Su Lang followed the sound to see, a huge circular air wave swept across the sky, and the sky was 

instantly cloudless. 

"It's Yanxingxing!!" 

Su Lang's expression moved, "He has done it!" 

Chapter 455: Huangfuqin, stop! 

"Huangfuqin! Your opponent is me!" 

Over the edge of the main city of the Fengling Clan, in the middle of the huge circular air wave, 

Yanxingxing and Huangfuqin stood opposite each other. 

Huangfuqin held a long sword artifact, his face slightly distorted with anger. 

Yan Hingxing holds the Wanzhang Bipolar Ruler in one hand and the Nine-Different Astrological Realm in 

the other, with a thick defensive aura shrouded in his body. 
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This is the defensive barrier deployed in the Nine-Different Astrology Realm, and its defensive power is 

as high as Quasi-Holy Level! 

Just now, Yanxingxing relied on this nine-different astrological realm to face Huangfuqin without any 

damage! 

"Huh! Yanxingxing, if there is a way to heaven, you don't want to go, and there is no way to hell, you 

want to go!" 

Huangfu Qin was angry, but was stopped by Yanxingxing, and his anger immediately poured out. 

"Humph!" 

"To kill Su Lang, step on my body first!" 

Yan Hingxing's expression was firm, and his body was filled with a spirit of seeing death as home. 

In his opinion, Su Lang is the destiny of the human race, the hope of the human race who is absolutely 

not allowed to fall! 

But at this time, Su Lang beheaded the five martial gods one after another, and he must have paid a lot 

of money. Once he met Shang Huangfuqin, his fate would be unpredictable. 

Therefore, when Yan Hingxing decided to show up, he was ready to sacrifice. 

He wants to use his life to delay Su Lang, so that Su Lang can have time to continue to grow, and then he 

will have the opportunity to destroy the Wind Spirit Race! 

However, Yan Xingxing couldn't think of that, Su Lang didn't lose a single hair... 

At this time! 

"It's not good to be your head-shrinking turtle, but you have to run out to die, I will fulfill you!" 

"When I kill you pinch-tail dog, I will go to smash that Su Lang's corpse into thousands of pieces, eat his 

flesh and blood, and hang his soul of the Valkyrie upside down, so that he will not be able to survive 

forever!" 

Huangfuqin roared and waved his big hand, a long knife phantom turned out, and he slashed at 

Yanxingxing! 

"Nine-Different Astrology!" 

Yan Xingxing's expression was solemn, his whole body gushing out like crazy, and the surrounding 

barriers shone brightly! 

"boom--!!" 

The long knife slashed fiercely on the barrier of the Nine-Different Star Image Realm, and dense cracks 

emerged. 

"puff!" 



Yan Hingxing spouted a mouthful of blood and quickly took out a handful of pills and stuffed it into his 

mouth. 

Huangfuqin is a powerful quasi-sage after all! 

The exercises he has practiced have a bonus to combat power, and coupled with the artifact in his hand, 

the power of a full blow has almost reached the peak of the quasi-sage level, and it is only a thin film 

from the holy level. 

With such a powerful attack, the Nine Difference Astrology Realm could not hold it many times. 

And Yanxingxing's own spiritual power reserve is not as good as Huangfuqin's, and every injury takes a 

huge amount of spiritual energy. 

If this continues, Yanxingxing will undoubtedly die! 

However, Yan Xingxing did not shrink at all! 

After taking those medicinal pills with great effect, he roared, his hands pressed hard! 

Most of the cracks on the defensive barrier disappeared immediately, and the remaining cracks healed 

quickly, and they were about to return to their original state almost in an instant. 

"Damn, such a powerful artifact shouldn't belong to you!" 

Huangfuqin's eyes were blood-red, and he also roared, brandishing a long knife in his hand frantically, 

slashing on the barrier of the Nine Differences Astrology Mirror. 

With the powerful combat power of Quasi-Holy Realm, Huangfu Qin wielded countless knives in one 

second! 

The barrier that was about to be restored was cut into countless cracks again, almost bursting on the 

spot. 

A trace of knife gas penetrated the crack and fell on Yanxingxing's body, causing its mouth to overflow 

with blood. 

Yan Hengxing didn't say a word, grabbed a handful of pills and stuffed it into his mouth, the spiritual 

power gushing out from his body, and filling it all into the Nine Difference Astrology Mirror. 

The cracked defensive barrier began to repair, but Huangfuqin did not give a chance at all, and the 

attack in his hand did not stop for a moment! 

Fortunately, the Nine Difference Astrological Mirror is also the top defensive artifact. Although the 

barrier is full of cracks, it never collapses! 

The two sides are deadlocked together! 

"Small things, the consumption of spiritual power is terrible! I see how long you can last!" 

Huangfu Qin gritted his teeth, his veins leaped wildly, and he wielded a long knife like crazy, slashing at 

the star of Yan with countless swords. 



Yan Hingxing was seriously injured and struggling to support him. 

Seeing that Yan Xingxing gradually couldn't hold it, Huangfu Qin's hideous face suddenly showed a 

sneer! 

But at this moment, a cry came. 

"Hey! Huangfuqin, stop it!" 

Chapter 456: Damn it! 

"Ok!?" 

"Who dares to speak to me so arrogantly?" 

Huangfu frowned, because he didn't know the identity of the visitor and was afraid of being attacked, he 

immediately stopped and flew back dozens of feet. 

"this is!!?" 

Yan Hingxing's expression changed drastically, because he was so familiar with the voice! 

After a moment of reaction, Huangfuqin and Yan Hingxing followed the sound. 

I saw a young man slowly flying in, calm and unhurried in the battlefield of the two strong men. 

"Master Yanxingxing, I'm sorry, I did something and I was late." 

Su Lang smiled at Yan Xingxing, his expression very relaxed. 

"Su Lang! What are you doing here! Go away!" 

Yan Hingxing's face was horrified. He stopped Huangfu Qin here, all to allow Su Lang to escape and catch 

his breath, and bring the human race back to the future. 

But now, the only hope of Sulang's human race is that it rushes to Huangfuqin's face! 

OMG! 

Yan Hengxing feels that he is about to faint! 

"Master Yanxingxing, don't worry." 

Su Lang laughed and said, "I am not a fool. Since I dare to come over, I am sure that I can kill 

Huangfuqin." 

"Ah? Are you sure to kill Huangfuqin now?" 

Yan Xingxing’s face was full of disbelief. Although he knew that Su Lang was very powerful, he couldn't 

believe that Su Lang could kill Huangfuqin now. 

Even Yanxingxing didn't believe it, and Huangfuqin didn't believe it. 

"So you are Su Lang!" 
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"I didn't expect you to be so young! A genius, indeed a rare genius in the world!" 

"It's a pity that you are talented, but you seem to have something wrong with your brain. You are so 

arrogant to this level." 

"However, I like a stupid and arrogant young man like you." 

Huangfu Qin stared at Su Lang condescendingly, and immediately there was no sign, but a sudden 

stroke! 

The quasi-sage-level sword aura fell fiercely, almost instantly on top of Su Lang's head! 

"Humph!" 

Yan Hingxing snorted coldly, and at the last moment, he only urged the Jiuqi Astrological Mirror Barrier 

to protect himself and Su Lang together. 

But a shocking scene appeared. 

I saw that Huangfuqin's sword energy hadn't fallen on the barrier of the Jiuqi Astrology Realm, but was 

blocked by a stronger and tougher golden barrier. 

"boom!!" 

A loud noise pierced through the clouds, and the entire main city of the Wind Spirit tribe jumped like an 

earthquake! 

"this is!?" 

"It is the defensive array barrier of the main city of the Wind Spirit!" 

Endless stormy waves rose in the hearts of Yanxingxing and Huangfuqin. 

Yes, this golden barrier was condensed by Su Lang's mobilization of the Wind Spirit Clan's main city 

formation. 

The reason why Su Lang came after Yanxingxing and Huangfuqin fought for several rounds was to 

control the formation of the Fengling Race. 

However, the main city of the Fengling clan is too huge, so it will take some time to control all 

formations. 

"how did you do that?" 

Yan Hingxing's eyes widened, staring at the golden barrier blankly, his whole body was blankly there, his 

face was dull. 

And Huangfuqin is even more daunted! 

This is the defensive formation of their Fengling Clan's main city. 

This united formation has been spent tens of thousands of years by the sages of the Fengling tribe. It has 

been perfected bit by bit, and its complexity and defense power have reached a staggering level! 



And its control has always been in the hands of the patriarchs of the past. 

Now, the control of the formation is in his hands, Huangfuqin. 

But now, the most powerful formation of the Wind Spirit Race, unexpectedly appeared inexplicably, 

blocking his attack. 

What a hell! ? 

Huangfu Qin was dumbfounded, completely unable to figure out what was going on! 

And at this moment. 

"Huangfuqin, I don't know if your attack power is stronger, or the defense of your Fengling clan's main 

city formation is stronger?" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, revealing a hint of sarcasm. 

"I didn't expect you to have such a weird means to control the formation of our clan main city!" 

Huangfu Qin took a deep breath, then squinted his eyes, and said, "However, what can you do if you 

control the formation? As long as there is no energy, the formation is a fart!" 

Chapter 457: I give you two choices 

While talking, Huangfuqin took out the jade card of transmission and issued an order: 

"Remove the main city defense array energy!" 

The Fengling Clan warriors who received this order felt very incredible. 

The formation of the main city of the Wind Spirit has never been closed since the layout was completed 

Because the main city of the Fengling Clan is so important! 

But at this time, their patriarch actually asked them to remove the formation energy, which is simply 

incredible. 

but. 

Huangfu Qin was so powerful that no one dared to disobey his orders. 

Soon, all the energy of the defensive formation was removed! 

The formation barrier disappeared, and the main city of the Fengling clan lost its protective barrier for 

the first time in tens of thousands of years! 

At the same time, Su Lang also lost the protection of the formation barrier. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"You can control the formation, it's really unexpected!" 

Huangfuqin laughed and mocked Su Lang frantically, "But now there is no formation, what should you 

do?" 
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At this moment, Huangfuqin looked at Su Lang as if looking at a fool. 

Now that he has the chance to win, he is not so anxious to kill Su Lang and Yan Xingxing. 

He is more willing to play it a bit, and then slowly torture! 

"Su Lang!" 

"You go first, I'll break it for you!" 

Yan Hingxing looked tense and pale. 

In addition to continuing to fight hard, he has no better way. 

"Master Yanxingxing, it's okay." 

"I am proficient in the formation, how can I forget the energy of the formation?" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "My purpose is actually to make the main city of the Wind Spirit Clan lose its 

protective barrier!" 

"Oh?" 

"What little trick are you going to play?" 

A sneer appeared on Huangfu Qin's face, "Hurry up and see if it makes me feel jealous." 

"Hehe, as you wish!" 

The corner of Su's mouth was hooked, and then he stretched out his hand, and a huge spherical object 

appeared in his hand. 

This spherical object is exactly the one-time top-level artifact that Su Lang has evolved several times to 

obtain-Tai Chi Meteorite Thunder! 

At this time, when the Tai Chi Meteorite God Thunder came out, it immediately exuded an unusually 

terrifying aura. 

"Once this thing bursts open, hundreds of thousands of miles will definitely be turned into white 

ground!" 

Yan Hingxing looked at the Taiji Meteorite Thunder that Su Langtuo was holding, and couldn't help 

showing a touch of horror. 

And Huangfuqin's sneer also instantly solidified! 

Facing the big guy in Su Lang's hands, he was more than jealous, he was completely afraid! 

He can clearly perceive that this thing definitely has a holy power! 

"Huangfuqin, how about my little trick?" 

A slight smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "Now, I will give you two choices. 

First, surrender to me and become my little brother. 



Second, die under my **** thunder, and the entire main city of the Wind Spirit Clan will be buried for 

you. " 

Originally, Su Lang planned to kill Huangfu Qin in a remote place. 

But the plan can't compare with the change, and the war broke out in the main city of the Wind Spirit! 

With the strength of Yanxingxing, that book could not last long, and might not be able to leave the main 

city of the Wind Spirit Race. 

When the time comes, the Tai Chi meteorite thunder will explode. If Huangfu Qin uses the main city 

formation to defend, it is very likely to survive. 

Just in case. 

Su Lang planned to get rid of the main city formation to prevent Huangfuqin from using it. By the way, 

he could threaten Huangfuqin with the main city of the Fengling clan! 

It would be better if you could defeat the enemy without fighting! 

After all, if the Human Race is victorious, it will inevitably enter the Canglan Continent. 

When a new race emerges, it will definitely attract the attention of the surrounding alien races. 

In addition, the remnants of the Fengling clan would definitely make troubles, and troubles would 

follow. 

But if Huangfuqin is subdued, the human race will be able to occupy the magpie's nest, use the shell of 

the Fengling race to rejuvenate and strengthen itself, the benefits are endless... 

However, Huangfuqin was obviously very angry at Su Lang's threat. 

He is the patriarch of the Fengling Clan, a generation of quasi-sages! 

Now that someone wants him to bow his head and be a little brother, it's a shame! 

"Humph!" 

"Su Lang, your divine thunder can indeed kill me!" 

Huangfu Qin gritted his teeth and said, "But you, the **** thunder, does not distinguish between the 

enemy and me. Once it explodes, you and Yanxingxing will also die!" 

Chapter 458: I can't die anyway 

"No no no!" 

"I will never die." 

"On the contrary, Master Yanxingxing, really can't avoid the fatal blow of the Taiji Meteorite Thunder." 

Su Lang turned around and threw out an activated teleportation disk, "So, Lord Yanxingxing, you leave 

here first!" 
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This array was refined with reference to Linghu Chao's portable teleportation array, and the coordinates 

were set near the Tatian stronghold. 

"Su Lang!" 

"You can't stay!" 

Yan Xingxing didn't believe that Su Lang could survive, and saw that Su Lang was going to die with 

Huangfu Qin, where would he go? 

"Master Yanxingxing, trust me." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and laughed, "As you know, I have many secret methods." 

"This!" 

Yan Hingxing was struggling. 

"Go away, there is still a big battle on Blue Star." 

Su Lang looked straight, and said solemnly, "Please go back and support you." 

"You... don't lie to me!" 

Yan Hingxing gritted his teeth fiercely, then threw the Jiuqi Astrology Realm and the Wanzhang Bipolar 

Ruler to Su Lang, turned and rushed into the teleportation array. 

"Wow!" 

The teleportation burst of light flashed, and the star Yan star disappeared. 

Su Lang took the Jiuqi Astrology Realm and the Wanzhang Bipolar Ruler, froze, and directly put them 

into the storage space. 

If there is a war next, it will be life for life, and these two artifacts will not be needed at all. 

"Huangfuqin." 

"I can give you five minutes to think about it." 

"If the time is up and you haven't made a decision, then I will activate this divine thunder." 

"Of course, if you dare to do anything during this period, or dare to run away, I will activate God 

Thunder without hesitation." 

Su Lang's tone was indifferent, and after speaking, he instilled a trace of spiritual power into the Taiji 

Meteorite Thunder. 

"Om——!" 

The Tai Chi Meteorite God Lei was very unstable. At this time, he was stimulated by spiritual power and 

immediately buzzed, as if it was about to explode. 

At the same time, a more terrifying aura spread, causing Huangfuqin to stand upside down instantly! 



"Su Lang!!!" 

Huangfu gritted his teeth with hatred, but he was afraid of him, just like a puppy grinning. 

"Huangfuqin, think about it carefully, if you die, the Fengling Clan will no longer have a Valkyrie, and the 

Fengling Clan will be destroyed by then." 

"You Fengling tribe can be regarded as having a long history, do you hope that the wind spirit tribe's 

inheritance incense will be cut off in your hands?" 

"As long as you surrender to me, I can promise if I don't do excessive things to the Fengling Race." 

Su Lang glanced at Huangfuqin and said indifferently, "There is not much time, so make a decision as 

soon as possible." 

Hearing this, Huangfu Qin was shocked and struggling. 

He knew that what Su Lang said was true. 

Once he is dead, the Fengling Race will really perish without the Valkyrie! 

The Fengling tribe has experienced ups and downs for tens of thousands of years, and has finally 

developed to its current scale. 

If it is so ruined in his hands, how can he be worthy of the ancestors and ancestors of the past? 

but...... 

Once surrendered, the Wind Spirit Race will become a vassal of the Human Race! 

And Huangfuqin himself, from the leader of a clan to a servant of a foreigner! 

He is a quasi saint! 

He was the patriarch of a man of ten thousand years! 

Huangfu was not reconciled! 

"Su Lang!" 

"Even if the clan is destroyed today, my Fengling Clan will never surrender to you!" 

Suddenly, Huangfu Qin roared like crazy. With a movement, he slashed at the Taiji Meteorite Thunder. 

However, in the face of Huangfu Qin's all-out effort, Su Lang remained unmoved. 

"Since you are looking for death, then go to die." 

Su Lang curled his lips silently, "I can't die anyway!" 

But at this moment. 

Huangfuqin's knife suddenly stopped! 

"Su Lang, you won..." 



Huangfuqin knelt down with a complicated expression, "I, Huangfuqin, represents the Fengling Clan, 

surrender to you!" 

"How do you want me to trust you?" 

Su Lang smiled in surprise. 

But Huangfuqin's reaction was reasonable. 

After all, as the leader of the clan, Huangfu Qin spent so much effort for the Fengling Clan, how could he 

be willing to let it be destroyed? 

"I am willing to serve my soul." 

"If I have any thoughts against you, you can feel it right away." 

Huangfu's face was bitter, "Through the fire of my soul, my life and death are between your thoughts." 

Chapter 459: Soul fire 

"Is the soul hot?" 

Su Lang's expression changed, "Wait a minute, I will send a message to ask." 

It was the first time he heard of the soul fire. 

Therefore, in order to prevent Huangfu Qin from doing things, first ask Yanxingxing. 

Through the transmission of the jade card, Su Lang contacted Yanxingxing. 

"Master Yanxingxing, what is the soul fire?" 

"Su Lang! What's going on on your side? Soul fire is the core of the soul that can be gathered only by the 

strong at God level and above. Once the soul fire is mastered, life and death..." 

"It turns out that it is something that can only be gathered by a god-level powerhouse. No wonder I 

haven't heard of it." 

"Su Lang! What are you asking about this!?" 

"That's it, Huangfu Qin surrendered, he said to give me the soul fire, Master Yanxingxing, what is the 

soul fire like? What is the submission process like..." 

"What!! Huangfuqin actually surrendered!? Oh my God! Really? This is incredible! I can't believe it at all! 

Haha, the dawn of our human race has finally arrived! Ooo!!!" 

"By the way, the soul fire is a golden light spot forced from the center of the eyebrows. The process is..." 

"Oh, I understand..." 

Just looking at the text message that Yanxingxing replied, Su Lang could imagine how excited he was! 

Of course, Su Lang himself is also super excited! 

"Okay, I'm finished!" 
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Su Lang smiled at Huangfu Qin, "Give me your soul and heart, but don't use any tricks." 

"What can I do..." 

Huangfu Qin sighed, then closed his eyes tightly, and a ray of light gradually rose between his eyebrows. 

The light was flaky, as if shining from an invisible crack. 

Immediately afterwards, in Huangfu's painful expression, a golden light spot forced out from the center 

of his eyebrows and slowly flew towards Su Lang. 

Su Lang became vigilant and checked the golden light spot over and over again, and made sure that it 

was exactly what Yan Xingxing said before he took it into his hands. 

Immediately, Su Lang put the golden light spot on the center of his forehead, wrapped it with spiritual 

force, and pulled it into the sea of knowledge. 

The golden light spot easily entered Su Lang's Sea of Consciousness, and then changed for a while, 

forming a phantom that looked at Huangfuqin's face, sitting silently under the white halo. 

Su Lang could clearly feel that there was a faint emotion on this phantom. 

Once Huangfu Qin has a different heart, he will know immediately! 

If this phantom was killed, Huangfuqin would die directly! 

"Hmm! There is no problem, count you as acquaintance." 

After checking many times, Su Lang finally smiled with satisfaction, "From now on, you can call me the 

master." 

"Yes, Lord!" 

A generation of quasi-sage Huangfu Qin bowed his knees and saluted Su Lang respectfully. 

So far, the war between the human race and the wind spirit race is over! 

"Okay, give the truce order quickly." 

"If it is one second slow, we will lose a lot of warriors." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and while speaking, he also sent a message to Yan Hingxing, asking him to cease 

the war with Fengling Race. 

After Huangfuqin was ordered, he also issued a truce. 

On the blue star. 

The main battlefield under the cracks of time and space is full of ruins and corpses everywhere! 

Countless warriors and fierce beasts fought together, crazy, killing a **** hurricane, you will die! 

Because the human race has Yanxingxing, a powerful war god, to help, the warriors and fierce beasts of 

the Fengling race have a large number of casualties almost every second. 



The warriors of the Fengling tribe kept retreating, almost desperate. 

But at this moment, Yan Hingxing roared with the power of the Valkyrie and ordered: 

"The quasi-sage of the Fengling tribe has surrendered to our warlord Su Lang, and the Fengling tribe has 

surrendered. Everyone obeys the order and ceases the war! Retreat!" 

"what!?" 

"The quasi-sage of the Fengling tribe has surrendered to our warlord Su Lang!?" 

"I cross, is this a dream? That's a quasi-sage, I actually surrendered!" 

"Su Lang Martial God is too strong, even cut the five great martial gods, what about the quasi-sages, 

they are not at the Martial God level, and surrender is reasonable!" 

"Hahahaha! Our Human Race has won! Two thousand years ago! Our Human Race has not been 

destroyed, but defeated the powerful Fengling Race!" 

"..." 

After the initial disbelief, the human warriors shouted in ecstasy, and then retreated. 

But the warriors of the Fengling tribe were directly stunned! 

Chapter 460: Blue Star's true identity 

"What? The quasi-sage surrendered? How is this possible?" 

"What is the weird plan of the Human Race? They clearly have the upper hand, how can they suddenly 

retreat? They also made up an extremely absurd reason!" 

"Could it be that they have run out of oil and can't fight us at all?" 

"It must be like this, anyway, I will never believe that Master Quasi-sage surrendered!" 

"Hmph, the human race is strong outside, then Su Lang must have been killed by our quasi-sage, 

Yanxingxing can not support the tree alone, and wants to take the human race away!" 

"Yes, yes! Let's kill them quickly, don't let them run away!" 

"Kill!" 

"..." 

After some analysis, the warriors of the Fengling race raised their weapons and launched a hunt for the 

retreating human race warriors. 

But before they could catch up with the retreating Human Race Martial Artist, there was Feng Ling Race 

Martial Master shouting loudly: 

"Stop! Everyone, stop!" 

"The war is over! Stop it all!" 
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"Our Fengling clan...we lost and surrendered..." 

"..." 

The voices of martial arts masters spread all over the battlefield, and those refining warriors who were 

about to counterattack were instantly dumbfounded and petrified on the spot! 

It's really incredible. 

How big is the difference between the power of the Wind Spirit Race and the Human Race! 

The Fengling clan has a total of six Valkyrie and a large quasi-sage, and there are countless Wuzun-level 

and Wuhuang-level powerhouses. 

As for the human race, it is simply not worth mentioning. 

But the Fengling clan was actually defeated! Surrendered! 

All this is like a dream. 

The warriors of the Fengling tribe froze in place, and then fell into a loss, retreating like walking corpses. 

Those fierce beasts were also restrained from leaving the human city and returning to the wilderness. 

at the same time. 

In the Canglan Continent, the creatures of the Wind Spirit clan are also in mourning, as if there is no 

future. 

Looking at this scene, Huangfu Qin also looked dim, as if he was several hundred years old instantly. 

"Don't worry, it is a good thing that the Fengling clan surrendered to me." 

Su Lang smiled faintly and said, "And you, Huangfuqin, will definitely be thankful for your choice." 

"Yes, Lord..." 

Huangfuqin was depressed and nodded dumbly. 

"By the way, I always have some questions I want to ask you." 

Su Lang's expression moved, and he asked, "Your Fengling tribe should have a major exercise unique to 

your race. Why would you modify the Boundless Heart Sutra?" 

"Boundless Heart Sutra!!" 

"The Lord may not know that the Infinite Heart Sutra involves the legendary center of the infinite 

universe, the infinite realm!" 

"The Boundless Heart Sutra is the strongest major practice I have ever seen. There is no one. Our 

Fengling Clan’s major practice is far less than the Boundless Heart Sutra." 

"Two thousand years ago, after we obtained the Boundless Heart Sutra, we unanimously decided to 

revise it. To this day, almost all the seniors and geniuses of the Fengling tribe have cultivated the 

Boundless Heart Sutra." 



"For this exercise, we have also implemented strict confidentiality measures. If any tribe member dares 

to leak it, his head will burst and die on the spot." 

"In addition, in addition to the Boundless Heart Sutra, we have also gained many benefits from Blue 

Star, such as some unheard of precious materials, ancient relics..." 

"Also, although the land of Blue Star seems simple, the rules on it are easier to manifest and 

comprehend! This is a feature that far exceeds the world level of the Canglan Continent!" 

"From various clues, I infer that the Blue Star should be an important part of the Infinite Realm, a 

fragment of the Infinite Realm, and a core fragment." 

"For two thousand years, I kept sending people to Blue Star to conduct various explorations, and finally I 

became more sure of this inference!" 

"The Boundless Realm is the center of the entire Boundless Universe. Legend has it that the Boundless 

Realm is huge and boundless, and there are countless strong people on it!" 

"Our Canglan Continent is just one of the countless continents orbiting around it!" 

"Compared with the Infinite Realm, the Canglan Continent is like a small valley!" 

"The Boundless World is the real martial arts holy land!" 

"And Blue Star is suspected to be the core fragment of the Boundless Realm. Anyone who knows it will 

want to take it for himself." 

"As long as the blue star is occupied, the god-level powerhouse can easily enter the holy level, and the 

holy-level powerhouse can also be promoted to the immortal level more easily... and even to the realm 

of Emperor Wu!" 

Huangfu Qin slowly talked about the reason why the Fengling clan had invaded the Blue Star, and his 

eyes flashed with vision for a higher martial art realm. 

 


